To the COST Action MI-NET
Frederiksberg, September 25, 2018
Dear MI-NET colleagues,
Sponsored by COST Action MI-NET (TD1409), The Association of
European Operational Research Societies (EURO) and Copenhagen
Business School, the “Modeling Week on Data Driven Decision Making
and Optimization (D3EMO)” took place from the 3rd to the 7th of
September 2018 at the Copenhagen Business School (Denmark).
Website:
https://www.cbs.dk/en/research/departments-and-centres/department-ofeconomics/events/d3emo-modeling-week
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/Modeling-Week-D3EMO584253241938538/?ref=bookmarks
In this event, 16 PhD and Postdoctoral students from across Europe (with
affiliation in universities/research centres from Belgium, Denmark,
Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Spain, and the UK) worked for 40 hours
on four industrial problems: a forecasting with supply chain planning
aspects proposed by Tesco Plc; an air quality measurement/modeling
problem with multi-source data as well as location decisions proposed by
Statistics Netherlands; the planning of cleaning for the Danish Railway;
and the allocation of planes for Air France.
Throughout the week, 9 trainers supervised the work of the students (2
senior academics, 2 Early Career Investigators, and 5 professionals from
the industrial partners). The students communicated their findings both
through an oral presentation and a written report. This has been a great
opportunity for the students to improve their skill set, and the feedback
received has been very positive.
In terms of social media dissemination, we have used, among others,
A) Facebook,
B) LinkedIn,
C) Twitter,
D) Blogs from some of the students,
E) the EURO website.

On the final reporting, I have attached
1) the list of trainers and trainees;
2) the problem proposed by each of the industrial partners;
3) the written report provided by the students on each of the four
industrial problems.
Kind regards,
Dolores.
Prof Dolores Romero Morales
Chair of the Organizing Committee of D3EMO
Professor in Operations Research
Copenhagen Business School
Denmark
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Tesco Store Plc. – Supply Chain Transformation
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Who are Tesco?
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Forecasting Vs Ordering
Tesco Plc.
Employs
440,000
people
worldwide

Largest retailer
(supermarket)
in the UK

£51.0bn sales
in 2017/18 - in
UK serve 66
shoppers every
second

Core Purpose:
Serving Customers a Little Better
Everyday
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The Tesco Group

UK/ROI

Central Europe

Asia

UK Big stores, UK
Express, Ireland

Slovakia, Hungary, Poland
and Czech Republic

Thailand and Malaysia
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Supply Chain
•

Headquartered in Welwyn Garden City, UK

•

Fulfils products to customers for 80m unique
shopping trips a week

•

In the UK, this translates into 36 million cases
each week, of 40,000 different products to over
3000 stores

•

3 main departments:
Ø Operations
Ø Space, Range and Display
Ø Transformation
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Introductions
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Forecasting Vs Ordering
Elly – Background
• Physics MSci Degree (Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge)
• PhD in Medical Physics (Quantifying combined PET and MRI scanning)
Ø

Designing and running innovative preclinical trials

Ø

Reconstructing MRI and PET images (MATLAB)

Ø

Image segmentation and co-registration

Ø

Voxel selection algorithms

Ø

Signal quantification and kinetic modelling

Ø

Curve-fitting and optimisation problems
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Elly – Lead Analytics Manager
BRAG of UK Grocery forecasts compared to sales (Jan-Nov 2015)

•

Joined Tesco in 2015 as Analyst

•

Promoted to Senior Analyst in 2016,
Lead Analytics Manager in 2017
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Ø

Introduced new promotions
forecasting models
Improved DevOps through Jenkins
and MATLAB Production Server
End-to-End Supply Chain Simulation
Rolled out Promotions Forecasting
system to Slovakia, Hungary, Poland,
Czech Rep and Malaysia
Manages team of 5-6 analysts, data
scientists and product managers
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Old System
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Forecasting Vs Ordering
Matt – Background
• Maths & Physics Bsc. Degree (University of Aberdeen)
• PhD in Systems Biology (Stochastic Multicellular Repressilator)
Ø

Investigating the impact of noise on genetic networks

Ø

Developed and analysing stochastic models

Ø

Applying the Gillespie algorithm to a multi-cellular system

Ø

Developing highly optimised code to simulate large systems

Ø

Producing solutions to computational limitations (E.g. float errors)

Ø

Performing multivariate bifurcation analysis on a multi-stable system

Ø

Applications in stem cell research and circadian rhythm disorders
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Matt – Senior Analyst
•

Worked as a Petrophysicist between
2013 and 2016

•

Joined Tesco in 2017 as a Senior
Analyst
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Continued development of our weekly
shape-of-trade model
Upgraded and optimised to model to
run weekly
Owner of the Supply Chain
Forecasting Simulator
Further developed the Christmas
stock allocations model
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Tesco Forecasting Overview
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Forecasting
Vs Ordering
Forecasting

Ordering

Derive best unbiased estimate of customer
demand for each product, in each store, on
each day
Order for 2329
for Iceberg lettuce on
22/10/2016
= 290

Independent of
business decisions

Forecast for 2329 for
Iceberg lettuce on
22/10/2016
= 333.89
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Operational Forecast
• Short-range store level forecast (4 weeks ahead, updated 3 times daily)
• The forecast is measured in singles or kilos and can range from 0 to
1000s
• Drives orders and deliveries for each of the ~40,000 products across our
3,000 store estate
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Our Challenge
Two main KPIs that we focus on in forecasting:
1. Availability
2. Waste
These KPIs are opposing. An efficient forecast allows us to maximise
availability whilst minimising waste
Much of our stock expires over time (e.g. fresh food) bolstering the
need for a forecast accurate to within a day
14

Adjusted Sales
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Current As-Is Methods
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How is the forecast calculated?
We will discuss the following elements of our forecasting system:
•Adjusted Sales
•Product Trading Percentages (PTPs) –> periodic shape of trade
•Notional Weekly Sales (NWS) –> weekly estimates
•Expected Daily Sales (EDS) –> daily estimates
•Weather Uplifts (Weather Factor)
•Aggregate Level Forecasting (ALF) -> aggregating data to reduce noise
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Adjusted Sales
Sales are not always an accurate reflection of demand
•
•

Sometimes products are not available to the customer (e.g. out of stock) and other times their sales
maybe inflated by artificial means (e.g. the reduced to clear process)
To account for this, we calculate “adjusted sales” for use with our forecast:
Adjusted Sales

= Full Price Sales + (x% * Reduced to Clear Sales) + Lost Sales

where x is optimised for
the store/product
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PTP - Product Trading
Percentage

PTP – Product Trading Percentage
• PTPs describe the shape of trade through the week
• Using historical sales data, the shape of trade over a week for each store/product. Similar
products and/or stores may have the same weekly trading patterns.
• Each day of the week has a PTP that describes how much of the weekly trade falls on that day.
E.g. a PTP of 17 for Monday means that 17% of the weekly sales occur on Monday.
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Expected Daily Sales
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NWS – Notional Weekly Sales
•

Heart of the forecasting calculation

•

Exponentially smoothed average of the adjusted sales history at a store/
product level

•

Approximately:

Daily Sales = Weekly Sales * PTP
Weekly Sales = Daily Sales/PTP

•

Use Information from the past:

 𝑢𝑚↓𝑡 = 𝛼𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡−1 +𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑁
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡
𝐷𝑒𝑛↓𝑡 = 𝛼𝐷𝑒𝑛↓𝑡−1 +𝑃𝑇𝑃 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡
•

Then divide one by the other:
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NWS – Notional Weekly Sales
Also use information from the past:
𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡 = α𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡−1 +𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡
𝐷𝑒𝑛↓𝑡 = α𝐷𝑒𝑛↓𝑡−1 +𝑃𝑇𝑃 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡

Then divide one by the other:
𝑁𝑊𝑆↓𝑡 =𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡 /𝐷𝑒𝑛↓𝑡

Initialisation: Need NWS and a confidence factor CF between 0 and 1.
Small CF = little confidence
Large CF = high confidence
Set

NWS0 = NWS

DEN0 = CF/7∗(1−𝛼)

Example: 10=10/1 = 100/10 =1000/100
=10.01

NUM↓0 =NWS↓0 ∗ DEN↓0

but

10+1/1 =11,
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100+1/10 =10.1,

1000+1/100

NWS – Reactivity
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NWS – Reactivity
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Dynamic Reactivity
Concept: Be more reactive if the forecast error (at store/product level) is large
NWS ≤ 250

Error=abs(forecast −adjusted sales)

𝛼=1 −1/1+exp(𝑎+𝑏 ∗Error)

𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡 = α𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡−1 +𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦
𝑡
𝐷25𝑒𝑛↓𝑡 = α𝐷𝑒𝑛↓𝑡−1 +𝑃𝑇𝑃 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡

Reactivity and Slow Sellers
Slower selling products might not sell every day
This results in spikes in the NWS as it reacts up to days with a sale, and down on days without a sale
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ALF – Aggregate Level Forecasting
Cluster stores into aggregate groups -> Aggregation reduces noise in the sales data
If many stores in a group show similar trading behaviour, then we believe the observation more
strongly → we should react in this direction (use a small alpha)

𝐴𝐿𝐹↓𝑡 =∑𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝↑▒𝑁𝑊𝑆↓𝑡↑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝒔𝒎𝒂𝒍𝒍 𝛼 (𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠) /
∑𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝↑▒𝑁𝑊𝑆↓𝑡↑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝛼

𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡 = α𝑁𝑢𝑚↓𝑡−1 +𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑡
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Putting it altogether

EDS = (NWS * ALF) * PTP * WF
Daily Sales
Forecast

Day of
week

Weekly
Sales
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Weather

The Problem
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The Problem
What is the demand forecast for each of our products, in each
of our stores, each day?
To addition, what forecast accuracy can we achieve:
•

1 day in advance?

•

3 days?

•

1 month (4 weeks)?

•

Further out?
30

The Data
To test out your results, we have some anonymised data to load
in a .csv file – see how your forecasts do!
We would recommend measuring the accuracy of your methods
using forecast error and bias
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Questions?
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Voor wat er feitelĳk gebeurt

D3EMO
Measuring / modelling air quality
on street level
Marc Ponsen
D3EMO 2 and 3 September 2018

Introduction
of CBS (Statistics Netherlands)
Urban
DUTCH GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTION THAT
GATHERS STATISTICAL INFORMATION
ABOUT THE NETHERLANDS

Ø Founded in 1889
Ø 3 offices
Ø 2.036 employees
Ø 3.900 statistics (tables) on StatLine
Ø CBS creates statistics on data:
Ø Survey-based data
Ø Register / administrative data
Ø Big (Open/3rd Party) data

Center for
Big Data Statistics

̶

̶

̶

̶

Introduction
of myself
Urban
PhD. in computer science / artificial intelligence
Years of experience of working with data
New to CBS (started May this year as senior datascientist)
Extremely new to the air quality domain

Relevance
Urban of air quality

The context of the assignment: politicians are striving
for evidence based policy to mitigate the problem of
Urban
air pollution, preferably down to street level

Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu
(RIVM)

Coopernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service
(CAMS)

Initiatives
Urban for measuring air quality on street level

This is one area where CBS becomes extremely relevant!

CBS
in your neighbourhood
Urban

Urbanassignment
Your
The problem statement: can you provide tools, visualizations or (big
data) statistics that enable policy makers to make evidence based
decisions with respect to air pollution and the underlying population,
preferably on a fine-grained level?
Several research questions come to mind:
– RQ1: what can say about the behavior of the CAMS model data
with respect to the RIVM and AiReas measurements? What can
you conclude? [focus on N02, O3 air quality metrics]
– RQ2: what can you say about the air quality in the city
Eindhoven? What are the risks / consequences for the
underlying population?

Urbandata: for July this year for the city of Eindhoven
Your
̶

Luchtmeetnet API: measurements of RIVM stations
̶

AiREAS API: local measurements of AirBoxes
̶

Coopernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS): modelled data on air quality
(ensemble model on NO2, O3)
̶

CBS municipality (R) data: yearly publication of relevant statistics per municipality e.g., for
underlying population (see tmap and the dataset NLD_muni)
̶

CBS Viekantstatistiek: yearly publication of relevant statistics in 500 by 500 meters grid cells
e.g., for underlying population
̶

Google API: can be used for visualization / places of interest
̶

Feel free to use other available sources of data online!

Urbandata: for July this year for the city of Eindhoven
Your
Data has not been analyzed before!
Challenge with collecting the data: mapping of different data-feeds
along four dimensions: time, location (latitude, longitude) and
measurement-type. Strange artifacts in data possible!
Measurement type = Ozon (O3)

Longitude

Latitude

RIVM
AirBox
CAMS

Visualizing
Urban all the data

R=RIVM

S=School
A=Airbox
HEATMAP = CAMS
modelled values

Visualizing
Urban all the data

̶

̶

A
way to showcase your results
Urban
Summarize your results in one or more tweets, each with infographic
Provide more detailed explanation of used data, methodology and
further results in report (behind the link)

WHO guidelines for air quality
European directives for air quality
Air quality report in Europe in 2017
̶

̶

̶

̶

Urban
Background
material

TMAP in R
Google Static Maps
̶

(see example code in background material)

Visualisation in R

Urban
Background
material: NL -> EN

aantal_geboorten
aantal_inwoners
aantal_inwoners_0_tot_15_jaar
aantal_mannen
aantal_vrouwen
aantal_woningen
gemiddeld_elektriciteitsverbruik_woning
gemiddeld_gasverbruik_woning
gemiddelde_huishoudensgrootte
omgevingsadressendichtheid
percentage_autochtonen
percentage_niet_westerse_allochtonen
percentage_westerse_allochtonen
stedelijkheid

number of births
number of residents
number of residents aged from X to Y
number of men
number of women
number of houses
Average electricity usage
Average gas usage
Average size of household
Density of addresses
percentage native residents
percentage non-western foreigners
percentage wenstern foreigners
Urbanisation

Urban
Background
material: visualize results
# Read the data object NLD_muni from tmap package.
library(tmap)
data("NLD_muni")
# NLD_muni is a shape object, which contains municipality coordinates and
population data per municipality. This data is stored as a data.frame and can
be accessed with NLD_muni@data. Take a look at this data with the usual
functions str, summary, and View
tmap_mode("view")
tm_shape(NLD_muni,projection="rd") + tm_polygons("population",popup.vars =
TRUE)
# Which parts of the Netherlands have a relatively low proportion of children?
And elderly people?
tm_shape(NLD_muni,projection="rd") + tm_polygons("pop_0_14",popup.vars = TRUE)
# Create a map of the man/women ratio of the Netherlands. EDIT: add variable
to dataset
NLD_muni$ratio <- NLD_muni$pop_men / NLD_muni$pop_women
tm_shape(NLD_muni,projection="rd") + tm_polygons("ratio",popup.vars = TRUE)

Train cleaning optimization at DSB
The goal of this project is to formulate a mathematical model for generating a valid schedule for interior
cleaning of train units at DSB, such that the total cost of the schedule is minimized and a required level of
cleaning is present.

1 Problem background
DSB, Danske Statsbaner (Danish State Railways), is the largest Danish train operator. DSB is responsible for
passenger transport of all intercity railway traffic, largest part of the regional traffic, and a commuter rail
system S-train in Copenhagen area.

1.1 Intercity and regional traffic fleet
DSB’s intercity and regional traffic is currently served by a heterogeneous fleet of rolling stock: five selfdriven trainset types (Figure 1) and two locomotive types with a fleet of passenger wagons (Figure 2).
Trainsets can be coupled into a composition of several units of the same fleet type. IR4 and IC3 trainsets
can also be combined into the same composition. One locomotive drives a composition of up to six wagons.

Figure 1. Trainset types in DSB intercity and regional traffic.

Figure 2. Passenger wagons and locomotive types in DSB intercity and regional traffic.

During operations, all train units must undergo different service and maintenance activities: interior
cleaning, exterior washing, refueling of diesel-driven units and locomotives, emptying of toilets, adding
water to the tanks in toilet facilities, restocking of service carts (where available), etc.

1.2 Interior cleaning
The interior of all train units, except locomotives, needs to be cleaned up to several times a day. The
frequency of the interior cleaning depends on the time and distance between cleanings, as well as on the
type of the train service. During the cleaning, the train composition is parked either at a depot track or at a
platform.
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All interior cleaning is performed by a cleaning service crew. The duration of the interior cleaning depends
on the fleet type, on the number of train units in a composition and on the number of available service
crew members assigned to the task, with a certain minimum task duration independent on the crew size.
DSB outsources the task of interior cleaning to a service company. The price of the cleaning activity
depends on the type of cleaning and the fleet type. The cleaning crew is only available at 18 stations in
different parts of the country.
There are three types of interior cleaning of different durations, each cleaning consisting of different tidyup and cleaning tasks.




OR (short for OpRydning in Danish) is a quick cleaning, where trash cans are emptied, newspapers
are thrown out and toilets are cleaned.
LR (short for Let Rengøring in Danish) is a light cleaning, where all tables are wiped, all floors are
vacuumed and catering areas are cleaned.
TR (short for TrafikRengøring in Danish) is a total cleaning, where windows and glass doors are
polished, passenger seats are dusted off, carpets, mats and floors are vacuumed, and various
furniture, walls, floors and ceilings are washed.

The total cleaning, TR, contains all cleaning tasks included in LR and OR, while the light cleaning, LR,
contains all cleaning tasks included in the OR cleaning.

1.3 A rolling stock schedule with cleaning activities
A rolling stock schedule is a set of sequences of train services, planned maintenance and service activities
for all train units. A train service is a scheduled trip with a departure time from one station and an arrival
time to another, often with several intermediate stations between the departure and the arrival. Service
activities, including interior cleaning, are planned after all sequences of train services and maintenance are
scheduled. Hence, the set of scheduled train service sequences represent an input to the problem.
The rolling stock schedule can be illustrated as shown on Figure 3. A row in the plan corresponds to one
train unit, in this case one IC3 trainset. The lines represent train services, with train numbers shown on top.
Some train services are shown as one black line, others – as a combination of a black line and one or more
grey lines. A single black line illustrates that only one train unit is assigned to the train service. Two or more
lines mean that several train units are assigned to the train service. Station abbreviations are shown
between the train services, as well as departure and arrival minutes of the trains.
A train unit does not necessarily follow the same train composition for the whole day of operation. A train
unit can be decoupled from its composition and either coupled to another composition or left alone, to
either immediately continue on another train service or to be parked at a station for later use. The size of a
train composition covering a particular train service depends on the number of passengers estimated to
use the service.
As an example, train 51014 from Aarhus to Copenhagen Airport is represented in the schedule by three
train services: from Aarhus (Ar) to Fredericia (Fa), from Fredericia (Fa) to Copenhagen Central Station (Kh),
and from Copenhagen Central Station (Kh) to Copenhagen Airport (Cph). The first train service is illustrated
by three lines, which means that a composition of three train units is assigned to it. From Fredericia, the
train composition is extended with two more train units. At Copenhagen Central station, three units are
decoupled from the composition, while the two remaining units continue on the train 51014 to
Copenhagen Airport.
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Figure 3. An example of a rolling stock schedule for 5 train units.

Scheduled cleaning activities are also shown on the rolling stock schedule on Figure 3. A few cleaning
activities are marked on Figure 3: a TR cleaning is performed on the train composition of Unit 1 and Unit 3
before leaving Ar on the train 51014. The next cleaning for Unit 1 and Unit 3 is also a TR, performed at Cph.
Unit 1 and Unit 3 stay in the same composition before leaving Cph on train 51145.
Upon the arrival on 51145 in Ar, Unit 1 is uncoupled from the composition, taken to the depot and cleaned
with a light cleaning LR before coupling to Unit 5 which arrives on train 51156 from Frederikshavn (Fh). A
new composition of Unit 1 and Unit 5 continue on train 51156 to Cph, where the whole composition is light
cleaned with LR before continuing on a train service 189.

1.4 Manual scheduling process of interior cleaning
Planning of service activities, including interior cleaning, has until recently been a solely manual process at
DSB. A prototype for an automatic planning of cleaning activities was recently developed and used for
planning. The prototype is still being improved with extra constraints and wishes from the planners.
Manual scheduling of different types of cleaning activities is based on the planners’ experience of how
often the rolling stock requires cleaning. Not only the number of driven kilometers or the time elapsed
between cleanings determine the type and placement of cleaning activities, but also the type of traffic and
destinations of the train services. For example, as a rule of thumb, a train composition assigned to an
intercity train, must have a longer cleaning after one travel from West Denmark to East Denmark or vice
versa, while train units assigned to regional traffic do not need the same intensity of cleaning activities,
since the passengers do not stay onboard of the train for just as long time as the intercity travelers do.
The interior cleaning schedule needs to be adopted to any changes that happen to the rolling stock
schedule during the year, including the day of operation. During the periods of frequent changes in the
rolling stock schedule, the planners are very busy, and there is often no time to compare the quality of
different cleaning schedules, so the planning is performed based on the “gut feeling” of the planners, which
is based on many years of experience and a detailed knowledge of the operations.
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2 Problem definition
2.1 Modelling assumptions
The prototype for an automatic planning of the cleaning activities developed at DSB employs a solution to a
problem formulated as a Linear Integer Programming model, which is solved using a commercial solver.
Prior the development and implementation of the model, a thorough analysis based on the historical
cleaning schedule data was performed. The purpose of the analysis was to establish a general set of rules to
use in the model, trying to generalize the many “rules of thumb” used by planners for scheduling. These
rules and some further assumptions can be used for the purpose of this modelling exercise.
For the modelling purposes we define a notion of accumulated “dirty” kilometers, i.e. accumulated driven
kilometers without cleaning. The three cleaning types are assumed to have different efficacy on the
“dirtiness” of the train unit. The total cleaning, TR, resets the dirty kilometer count to zero, while the light
cleaning, LR, only assumed to reset 50% of the “dirtiness” of the train unit and likewise, OR is only assumed
to remove 20% of the previously accumulated dirty kilometers.
For each fleet type, we define a limit to the number of accumulated dirty kilometers allowed until the next
cleaning. We also assume that every train unit requires at least one TR cleaning per day, preferably during
the morning hours before the first departure.
For simplicity, we can assume a fixed cleaning duration time for every cleaning type independent on the
fleet type of the train unit or on the number of units in the train composition, and independent on the
number of cleaning crew available at the station. Hence, a fixed duration of each cleaning type (TR, LR and
OR) can be assumed for this exercise.
It goes without saying, that a cleaning activity can only be scheduled at a station where the cleaning crew is
present and if there is enough time in the rolling stock schedule to perform the cleaning.

2.2 Problem formulation
Given a rolling stock schedule represented by a sequence of train services for every train unit for a given
time period (e.g. several days or weeks), a set of stations where the cleaning activities can take place, and
the required duration of the cleanings, the objective is to generate a valid interior cleaning schedule for all
train units, such that the total cost of cleaning is minimized and a required level of cleaning defined by the
limit of accumulated “dirty” kilometers is respected.

2.3 Alternative formulation
The assumed limit of accumulated “dirty” kilometers is not satisfactory for all planning purposes. As soon as
the cleaning budget is determined based on a generic cleaning schedule, the objectives of the problem
change. Due to inevitable adjustments to the rolling stock schedule during the year, the established
cleaning schedule renders infeasible. Sometimes is not enough time in the schedule to perform a planned
cleaning, so the train unit has to continue service after exceeding the “dirtiness” limit. An alternative
objective of the problem is therefore to minimize the number of dirty kilometers, while respecting a given
cleaning budget.
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What is Aircraft Planning?

Operations
Client Demand

Available planes
(Maintenance
constraints)

Flight Program
•
•
•
•

Ground
Operations

Destinations
Frequencies
Schedule
Plane type (capacity)
Fuel Cost

What is Aircraft Planning?

Operations
Client Demand

Available planes
(Maintenance
constraints)

Flight Program
•
•
•
•

Destinations
Frequencies
Schedule
Plane type (capacity)

Ground
Operations

Is the Flight Program
feasible with our fleet ?
• Create the aircraft lines
that minimize the costs
•

Fuel Cost

Who uses aircraft plannings?

Operations

Ground
Operations

Crew

Crew and Ground
operations
planning

How does aircraft planning work ?
PALACE
Number of planes
Aircraft planning
List of Flights to plan

Line 1

Flight 1

Line 2

Flight 4

Flight 2

Flight 4
Flgt 5
Flight

3

Flight 2

Constraints
•
•
•
•
•

Structural constraints
Maintenance constraints
Safety constraints
Preferential Constraints
Weekly Continuity
constraint

Economical Criteria
•

Fuel Costs

•

Transit Costs

Flgt. 5
Flight 3

Example of constraints
• Structural constraints
•
•
•
•

A plane can only be affected to one flight at a time
A plane has to arrive and depart from the same airport
A flight has to be affected to exactly one aircraft
At an airport, a plane has to wait for a given minimum time (PTT)

• Safety and preferential constraints

• Some planes cannot visit airports. (e.g. Florence airport has a
short runway; Dubai airport is very hot)
• An airline prefer to send some flights on given destinations (e.g.
A Skyteam designed plane will preferred to be sent to a country
where there is a Skyteam partner)

• Weekly continuity

• Creation of a standard week
• Planes that arrive to an airport on Sunday evening must depart
from the same on Monday morning

• Maintenance constraints

• Planes have a base and must visit it over night at least once
every X days for maintenance operations

Specificities of Medium / Short haul plannings
There is no overnight flights. Planes spend every night at an
airport (which can differ every day)
There are types of planes (A320, A321, …) and inside the types,
there are sub-types (e.g. planes that have the right engine to
take of in Florence)
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Introduction
”If you can look into the seeds of time, and say which
grain will grow and which will not, speak then unto me.”
Macbeth, W. Shakespeare

TESCO is one of the largest retailers in UK and worldwide; its main
activities involve UK and international deliveries and also financial services.

Problem definition: Given historical sales data, estimate the customer
demand for each product, in each store, on each day, maximizing
availability and minimizing waste:
Short-range store level forecast (4 weeks, 3- or 1-day ahead, updated
3 times daily) of about 40,000 products and 3,000 stores;
Customer demand is measured in singles or kilos.
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Problem description
Adjusted sales: correction of actual sales to reflect more accurately
customer demand; it considers also if the product is sold out before
the end of the day (in which case the actual sales would not represent
properly the demand).
Approximate formula of existing forecast system:
EDS = (NWS · ALF ) · PTP · WTF
where:
EDS is the daily estimate;
NWS is the exponentially smoothed average of the adjusted sales
history at a store/product level;
ALF is used to aggregate stores with similar behavior;
PTP represents the percentage of sales of a particular product for each
day of the week;
WTF describes the weather impact on sales.

Forecast error:= abs(forecast - adjusted sales).
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Brainstorming
More than 1.5 GB of anonymized data available about demands of
particular products in certain stores and days;
Every entry is described by 45 fields, including values about
forecasts, actual sales, temperature and holidays flags;
Several categorization of data: seasonality, promotions, geographical
positions, type of products, etc.;
The WTF is computed through a black box, but temperature,
sunshine hours and other weather measures are known;
Plan of work:
- Data visualization and analysis
- Development of forecasting models
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Data Visualization - Adjusted sales and forecast

Scatter plot of
(adjusted, forecast):

Scatter plots of (adjusted, forecast)
grouping by store format code:

The TESCO model is performing
well in the general case.

Store type does not seem to have
impact on the forecasting method.
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Data Visualization - Product subgroup code

Observing adjusted sales, B and D products are the least homogeneous
categories, with higher amount of outliers in the data; whereas F and H
items look fine.
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Data Visualization - Three random products

Scatter plots of products # 7, # 144 and # 245:
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Data Visualization - Product 7 in details
The longer the time horizon considered, the more the moving average of
adjusted sales and the forecast are similar:
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Data Visualization - Pairwise correlation

Very strong correlation between
adjusted and forecast;
Other features seem not to be in
correlation.

Tip: it would be interesting to analyze the pairwise correlation among
products, to understand if some of them are more related to others
(i.e., consider bundle of products).
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Data Analysis - Queries on the entire dataset
79% of entries involve products not on sale → Main focus of study;
Grouping by store format code (X , S, E ):
E stores do not appear → No possible analysis on this category;
Errors for X stores and S stores are almost the same.

Grouping by product sub group code (A → I ):
B and D products show highest errors, but highest amount of sales.

Grouping by day number (1 → 7):
Errors are quite similar through different days.

Need of cleansing data before exploiting them:
When unuse indicator 6= (N, Z ), data must be discharged;
Many entries have wtr factor = 0 due to legacy systems used in the
past → They must be updated with value 1, in order to not nullify the
forecast (WTF is a multiplier in the TESCO formula).
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Data Analysis - Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA transforms the original variables into new uncorrelated ones, so that
fewer variables could explain most of the variance in the data.
Without categorical values for exemplary Product # 1:
1.0

0.200
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Cumulative variance

Note: 45 dimensions are excessive, since about 20 would be enough to
cover more than the 95% of the variance.
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Forecasting Models - A simple forecast model
Fixing a particular product and a store,
Y ∼ f (X1 , . . . , X7 , X8 , . . . , X14 ), where:
Y is the estimate of the adjusted sale for the following day;
f is a regressor (Linear, SVM, Random Forest);
Xi is the amount of adjusted sales for the previous days, ∀i = 1, . . . , 7;
Xj represents the day of the week, ∀j = 8, . . . , 14.
Performance evaluation of each regressor computing:
Erroritem := abs(adjusted sales - forecast);
Errorstore := avg(Erroritem );
Errordb := weighted avg(Errorstore ).
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Forecasting Models - Results (I)
Improving over TESCO...?
Errors

Without
data cleansing
With
data cleansing

Product
Number

Sub
group

TESCO

OLS

RF

SVM

7

A

4.8

5.3

2.7

1,6

7

A

4.3

4.9

2.3

1.2

Actually no, because we need to test the forecasting models on
independent samples, not on the same data used to calibrate/train the
model. OLS underperforms in respect to other methods because the model
is simpler and it can adapt less to a huge number of observations.
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Forecasting Models - Results (II)
Considering data of seven products of different subgroups
and dividing them between training (70%) and testing (30%):

Errors
Product
number
7
172
238
100
200
56
113

Sub
group
A
B
C
D
E
F
I

TESCO

OLS

RF

SVM

4.3
8.8
5.3
30.8
3.31
0.91
1.3

5.71
10.48
6.64
45.21
3.33
1.10
1.48

5.8
10.3
5.5
37
3.33
0.94
1.4

7.1
12.51
7.2
48
3.7
0.95
1.5

Avg error

TESCO
7.81714

Forecasting methods
OLS
RF
SVM
10.56429 9.18143 11.56571

For some products, our forecasting methods behave almost as well as
TESCO’s, according to the defined measure error; on average, the most
promising one seems Random Forest (but we just considered few items...)
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Forecasting Models - ARIMA

Another approach: predict weekly demand with Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average and use PTP to calculate daily demand:

Performance: around 10-15% worse than TESCO error on test set.
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Conclusions
Forecasting accurately customer daily demands is a very challenging
problem for TESCO and other retailers, specially when it involves fresh
foods that, if overestimated, could deteriorate in short time.
Also underestimating the demand can cause losses, first and foremost to
customers’ satisfaction and then economically to the company.
Finding a good estimation method which fits well every kind of item in all
types of stores is difficult, therefore appropriate parameters, depending on
the product and the shop, must be defined.
In this work:
We have performed (small) analysis on data;
We developed and compared several forecasting methods (OLS, RF,
SVM and ARIMA);
We tested them only to few products and not on the entire dataset.
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Suggestions for further work

1

Test the developed methods on the entire dataset;

2

Perform more deepened analysis on data, to discover other things to
cleanse or correlations among products and different categorizations;

3

Apply dimensions reduction and parameter tuning;
Test alternative models and configurations:

4

Neural Networks;
Development of a specific model for each subgroup of products or for
each kind of store;
Aggregate similar items (e.g., highest amount of daily or weekly sales);
5

Design methods to estimate better the weather factor.
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D3EMO modelling week
Group 2: Measuring / modelling
air quality on street level
Marcela Galvis-Restrepo, Matthias Miltenberger,
Mercedes Pelegrín, M. Remedios Sillero-Denamiel, Tu-San Pham,
Muge Tekin, Simos Zachariades

Data sources
●

Measured data (sensors): RIVM and AiREAS
○
○

●

RIVM sensors are more accurate; only very few sensor stations
(96 stations for the whole country - 4 in Eindhoven)
AiREAS AirBox sensors mostly located in Eindhoven, lower accuracy, public initiative
(32 locations)

Modelled data (estimation): CAMS
○
○

Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service
Modelled air quality data wrt. O3 and NO2

RIVM

AiREAS

CAMS

Data sources (continued)
●

General statistics on the Dutch population
○
○
○
○
○

●
●

Population density
Age and gender distribution
Urbanisation
Average size of households
...

Distributed along a 500 by 500 metres grid
Provided by CBS (Dutch Statistics Institute)

Difficulties / Cleaning the data
●

Data points have very different scales:
○
○
○

●

Time intervals of measurements is different:
○

●

CAMS model data is covering Eindhoven and the larger neighbourhood, with only a few
data points inside Eindhoven
Sensor data is available for the entirety of the Netherlands but with strongly varying
density
Some data values are negative for NO2.
Several hours, hourly, 10 min steps, …

Different specifiers/units for the same values:
○
○

“Ozon” / “O3”
AirBox sensor values are provided in a different scale/unit

Research question 1

How precise is the modelled data
(CAMS) with respect to the measured
data (RIVM and AirBoxes)?

Sensor data

RIVM:
AirBox:

Provided sensor and model data
RIVM:
AirBox:
CAMS:

The model estimates (CAMS) are located far away from accurate sensors

Preliminary results (for the “orange” area)

Approach 1: Error in Neighbourhood
●

Euclidean distance

N(x)

CAMS estimated values in
Neighbourhood
CAMS Estimated values
not in Neighbourhood

x

AirBox or RIVM reading

r

●

Neighbourhood radius

Calculating the error

r

Approach 2: Urbanisation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assumption: RIVM and AirBox measured data and CAMS estimations in
the same geographical areas have similar values
Identify geographical areas in Netherlands (e.g. urban areas, …, forests)
Sort the RIVM, AirBox readings and CAMS estimates into these areas.
Create artificial neighbourhoods in these areas
Calculate the Mean Squared Error or other metrics

Approach 3: Developing a better coverage
RIVM:
AirBox:
CAMS:

Developing a better coverage
●

Covering all the map with one grid with two predicted measures:
○
○

●

One for reliable measurements ~> notation: grid_sensor
One for CAMS estimations ~> notation: grid_cams

Predicted values in the grid obtained with weighted k-NN:

where N_k(i) is the set of k nearest neighbors of point i of the grid

●

Optimize in a,b,a’,b’ to reduce the difference between the two predicted
measures:

Output of the method (1)
Once a, b, a’, b’ are calculated….
Two predicted measures for each point of the
grid:
● grid_sensor(i)
● grid_cams(i)
i

CONCLUSION:

grid_sensor and grid_cams are extrapolations of the
original measures

Points/zones with large |grid_sensor(i) - grid_cams(i)|
would require installation of new sensors

Output of the method (2)
Using the grids we can try to find a correlation between CAMS and the
sensor data:
❖

Our predicted measures (grid_sensor and grid_cams) are reliable in
those zones where original data are dense
➢

❖

We consider the “orange” part of the map

We do a regression in that part, i.e, calculate α and β where
grid_sensor= α + β· grid_cams

❖

We can use the result to predict sensor values for new CAMS input
(cheaper than installing new sensors)

Research question 2
What can you say about the air quality in the city
Eindhoven? What are the risks / consequences
for the underlying population?

Methodology
●

Provide different
plots/graphs/animatio
ns/numbers for
domain experts to
evaluate the data

Part I: Eindhoven zoom

RIVM:

AirBox:

CAMS:

Comparing
Air Quality:
Eindhoven

Part II: A more general analysis

Sensors vs. population at risk (children)

Pollution during different times of the day

Locations where O3 levels are above target

Locations where PM10 concentrations are higher

Conclusion and Open Questions

●
●
●

Data cleaning is very important and can be difficult
Real world data needs to be understood well (e.g. AirBox readings)
More sensors would be required to provide better coverage (especially in
areas with dense population)
Visualization of the locations have been necessary to understand how to
compare the different data
Proposed three different approaches compare estimates and sensor data
Provide different plots/graphs to visualize the air quality in Eindhoven
General visualizations to identify areas with high risk for the population

●

What are the main pollutants and how can we improve air quality?

●
●
●
●

Thank you!
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Introduction
Something is rotten in the trains of Denmark [...]
To clean, or not to clean, that is the question.
Hamlet (at DSB), W. Shakespeare

Problem definition: Given a rolling stock schedule, define a cleaning
schedule that minimizes train dirtiness and cleaning cost
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Brainstorming
Observation:
Given that some stations do not allow cleaning operations, we can
consider only stations where cleaning can be performed, and merge the
train service segments

Assumptions:
1

We assume that trains can be cleaned independently (∞ cleaning
tracks). We discuss later how to relax this assumption

2

We do not consider individual train units but only entire trains
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Nomenclature
Sets:
T = set of trains
C = set of cleaning operations (three types, C = {OR, LR, TR})
Jt = sequence of stops at cleaning stations for train t
Parameters:
(αc , βc , pc ) = efficiency, duration, and cost of cleaning operation c
kt,i = distance from station i to the following one for train t
lt,i = duration of staying at station i for train t
D max = maximum amount of dirtiness allowed
Decision variables:
(
1 if cleaning c is performed for train t at stop i
xt,c,i =
0 otherwise
Dt,i ∈ R+ = dirtiness of train t in stop i
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Model 1: Minimize cleaning cost
We formulate an MIP model to minimize the total cost of cleaning
operations so that a target level of dirtiness D max is respected
XXX
pc xt,c,i
min

(1)

t∈T i∈Jt c∈C

s.t.: Dt,i ≤ D max
X
xt,c,i ≤ 1

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(2)

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(3)

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt , c ∈ C

(4)

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(5)

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt , c ∈ C

(6)

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt , c ∈ C

(7)

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt , c ∈ C

(8)

c∈C

xt,c,i = 0 if lt,i < βc
Dt,i+1 = kt,i + Dt,i −

X

αc Zt,c,i

c

Zt,c,i ≤ xt,c,i D max
Zt,c,i ≤ Dt,i
Zt,c,i ≥ Dt,i − (1 − xt,c,i )D
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Description of the model
Main constraints:
(2) the level of dirtiness at each stop has to be lower than the
maximum value allowed
(3) at given time only one cleaning procedure can be conducted
(4) allows cleaning operation only if the staying time is sufficient
(5) update train dirtiness at the following stop, considering distance,
previous dirtiness and eventual cleaning done
Support variables and other constraints:
Zt,c,i ∈ R+ are introduced to linearize the products xt,c,i · Dt,i which arise
in the formulation, so avoiding nonlinearities. Zt,c,i is used in constraints
(6), (7) and (8), defined such that:
If xt,c,i = 0, then Zt,c,i = 0
If xt,c,i = 1, then Zt,c,i = Dt,i
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Implementation and testing
Since we did not have data, we generated our own instances of the
problem using MATLAB/R containing the following information:
Number of trains
Number of stations where cleaning can be performed
For each train, sequence of stops
Distance between subsequent visited stations
Duration of staying at a given station
We implemented Model 1 in GAMS and used CPLEX 12.8 as MIP solver
For different values of D max in a given range, we solved Model 1 and
found the cleaning schedule fulfilling D max at minimum cleaning cost. We
plot the results in order to see how cost changes with D max
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Model 1 - Computational results
Instance: 15 stations, 20 trains, and 7 stops per train on average
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Discussion

1

If maximum dirtiness D max is set to a very high value, no cleaning
operation is done and the cleaning cost is zero

2

If maximum dirtiness D max is set to a very low value, then the
problem becomes infeasible and the required cleaning level cannot be
satisfied

3

The trade-off curve is almost convex, suggesting diminishing returns:
lower D max implies a higher marginal cost increment, and vice versa
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Model 2: Minimize excess dirtiness
Given budget B, minimize the total amount of dirtiness exceeding D max
For each (t, i) ∈ T × Jt , we define new “excess dirtiness” variables
E
Dt,i
:= max{Dt,i − D max , 0}

and formulate a second MIP model
XX
E
min
Dt,i

(9)

t∈T i∈Jt

s.t.: (3)–(8)
E
≥0
Dt,i

(10)
∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(11)

E
Dt,i
≥ Dt,i − D max
∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt
XXX
pc xt,c,i ≤ B

(12)
(13)

t∈T i∈Jt c∈C
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Model 2 - Computational results
Instance: 15 stations, 20 trains, and 7 stops per train on average
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Model 3: Balancing the dirtiness
Maximizing the total excess dirtiness could lead to unbalanced dirtiness
across trains (some trains are very clean and some very dirty)
We balance the level of dirtiness among trains by minimizing the
maximum average dirtiness of the trains. The new objective function is:
)
(
1 X E
Dt,i
(14)
min max
t∈T
|Jt |
i∈Jt

which can be linearized using:
min BAL

(15)

1 X E
s.t.: BAL ≥
Dt,i
|Jt |

∀t ∈ T

(16)

i∈Jt
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Model 3 - Computational results (I)
We compare the level of dirtiness balancing, i.e. the new objective (14)
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Model 3 - Computational results (II)
We compare the total excess dirtiness, i.e. the old objective (9)
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Discussion

Key takeaways about balancing:
1

Without accounting directly for balancing in the model, some of the
train cleaning solutions are largely unbalanced (especially when the
budget is tight)

2

Obtaining balanced solutions is costly in terms of total excess
dirtiness and/or cost
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Overlapping cleanings at stations
We now relax the assumption that trains are cleaned independently
Multiple trains can be at the same station i at the same time but only a
limited number Li of cleaning operations can be performed
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Extending the model
New parameters:
at,i = arrival time of train t at stop i
dept,i = departure time of train t from stop i
Li = number of cleaning tracks at station i
New decision variables:
rt,i = train t is ready to be clean at stop i
(
1 if t is cleaned before t’
Ot,t 0 =
0 otherwise
(
1 if t 0 is being cleaned at rt + 
yt,t 0 =
0 otherwise
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Additional constraints
X

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(17)

rt,i ≥ at,i

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(18)

et,i ≤ dept,i

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(19)

et,i = rt,i +

βc xt,c,i

c∈C

0

et,i ≤ rt 0 ,i + (1 − Ot,t 0 )M + yt,t 0 M

∀t, t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(20)

rt 0 ,i ≤ rt,i +  + (1 − yt,t 0 ) M

∀t, t 0 ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(21)

et 0 ,i ≥ rt,i +  − (1 − yt 0 ,t ) M
X
yt,t 0 ≤ Li

∀t, t 0 ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(22)

∀t ∈ T , i ∈ Jt

(23)

∀t, t 0 ∈ T

(24)

0

(25)

t 0 ∈T

Ot,t 0 + Ot 0 ,t + yt,t 0 ≤ 1
Ot,t 0 + Ot 0 ,t + yt,t 0 + yt,t 0 ≥ 1
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Idea behind the new constraints (I)
When yt,t 0 = 1, (21) and (22) are active:
(21) : rt 0 ,i ≤ rt,i +  + (1 − yt,t 0 ) M

=⇒

rt 0 ,i ≤ rt,i + 

=⇒

et 0 ,i ≥ rt,i + 

cleaning t 0 starts before cleaning t, and
(22) : et 0 ,i ≥ rt,i +  − (1 − yt 0 ,t ) M

cleaning t 0 ends after the starting of cleaning t
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Idea behind the new constraints (II)

If yt,t 0 = 1, then Ot,t 0 = 0 and (20) is always verified:
(20) : et,i ≤ rt 0 ,i + (1 − Ot,t 0 )M + yt,t 0 M =⇒ et,i ≤ rt 0 ,i + 2M

If yt,t 0 = yt 0 ,t = 0, then (20) is active:
Either Ot,t 0 = 1
(20) : et,i ≤ rt 0 ,i + (1 − Ot,t 0 )M + yt,t 0 M =⇒ et,i ≤ rt 0 ,i
Or Ot 0 ,t = 1
(20) : et 0 ,i ≤ rt,i + (1 − Ot 0 ,t )M + yt 0 ,t M =⇒ et 0 ,i ≤ rt,i
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Conclusions
The cleaning of trains is an important problem faced by hundreds of
thousands of passenger traveling by train every day in Denmark
Mathematical programming and optimization can be used to improve the
efficiency of cleaning operations by finding better cleaning schedules at
lower cost
In this work, we have considered and compared different models that
optimize the cleaning schedule taking into account:
The total cleaning cost
The amount of dirtiness in the trains
The balancing of dirtiness across trains
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Suggestions for further work
Possible extensions of this work and suggestions include:
1

Implement and test the extended model for overlapping cleaning
operations, i.e. constraints (17)–(25)

2

Extend the models by considering individual train units (trains are
composed by different units which can be split at some stations, or be
recombined)

3

Re-define the dirtiness of a train (e.g., not only related to distance):
– Estimate number of passengers according to historical data
– Take into account the dirtiest hours of the day when trains are
overcrowded (e.g., commute times)
– Use time instead of distance (e.g., fast trains vs. slow trains)

4

Handle nonlinear dirtiness penalties, e.g. quadratic or exponential

5

Use linear combination of dirtiness and cost as objective function
Team 1 (D3EMO)
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Air France KLM - Airline Planning

Cristina Molero, Evangelia Chrysochoou, Matthias Miltenberger, Muge
Tekin, Reme Sillero Denamiel, San Pham, Simos Zachariades, Veronica
Asta
7th September, 2018

Introduction

Problem: Building Aircraft Plannings

• Plan for each type of plan independently
1/16

Example constraints
• Structural constraints
•
•
•
•

A plane can only be affected to one flight at a time
A plane has to arrive and depart from the same airport
A flight has to be affected to exactly one aircraft
At an airport, a plane has to wait for a given minimum time
(PTT)

• Safety and preferential constraints
• Some planes cannot visit airports.
• An airline prefer to send some flights on given destinations

• Weekly continuity
• Creation of a standard week
• Planes that arrive to an airport on Sunday evening must depart
from the same on Monday morning

• Maintenance constraints
• Planes have a base and must visit it over night at least once
every X days for maintenance operations
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Solving approach

Idea
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Notation

• S: set of subtypes of planes
• P: set of planes
• Ps : set of planes of a specific subtype s ∈ S, Ps ⊂ P
• Pb : set of planes with the same maintenance base b, Pb ⊂ P
• F : set of flights, including the virtual nodes A and Z
• Fs : set of flights that subtype s is not permitted, Fs ⊂ F
• Fa+ : set of flights from origin a
• Fa− : set of flights destinated to a
• L: set of all airport locations
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Notation

• xijk : binary decision variable representing plane i ∈ P taking
flight j ∈ F right before k ∈ F
• ejk : 1 if exists connection between flight j and k, 0 else
• PTTjk : minimum transit time between flights j and k
• cjk : total time between flights j and k
• cij0 : cost of flight j with plane i
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Objective Function

min

X X
i

(cjk + cij0 + cik0 )xijk

k,j:k6=j

cjk := PTTjk + transitjk
cij0 := dj · fi · c̄fuel
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Constraint Set 1
Each flight is covered by exactly one plane

XX

xijk = 1

∀k ∈ F

xijk = 1

∀j ∈ F

i∈P j∈F

XX
i∈P k∈F
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Constraint Set 2
Only assign valid flight connections

xijk ≤ ejk

∀i ∈ P
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Constraint Set 3
Enforce a connected path through the graph for every plane
X
X
xijk =
xik`
∀k ∈ F , ∀i ∈ P
j∈F

`∈F
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Constraint Set 4
Forbid invalid assignments depending on plane subtype

X X

xijk = 0

∀s ∈ S

i∈Ps j,k∈Fs

• Fs : set of flights that subtype s is not permitted, Fs ⊂ F
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Constraint Set 5 - weekly continuity constraints
Ensure that every subtype set has first and last flights from and to
the same airports
X X
X X
xiAj =
xikZ
∀a ∈ L ∀s ∈ Ps
i∈Ps j∈Fa+

i∈Ps k∈Fa−

• Fa+ , Fa− : set of flights from origin/destinated to a
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Constraint Set 6 - Maintenance constraints + weekly continuity
Planes have a base and must visit it over night at least once every
X days for maintenance operations
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Constraint Set 6 - Maintenance constraints + weekly continuity
Planes have a base and must visit it over night at least once every
X days for maintenance operations
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Constraint Set 6 - Maintenance constraints + weekly continuity - idea?
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Constraints overview

XX

xijk = 1

∀k ∈ F

(1)

xijk = 1

∀j ∈ F

(2)

xijk ≤ ejk

∀i ∈ P

(3)

∀k ∈ F , ∀i ∈ P

(4)

∀s ∈ S

(5)

∀a ∈ L, ∀s ∈ Ps

(6)

i∈P j∈F

XX
i∈P k∈F

X

xijk =

j∈F

X X

X

xik`

`∈F

xijk = 0

i∈Ps j,k∈Fs

X X
i∈Ps j∈Fa+

xiAj =

X X

xikZ

i∈Ps k∈Fa−
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Conclusion

• What have been done
• An IP model that takes care of (most of) the constraints of
the proposed problem

• What needs to be done
•
•
•
•

The weekly continuity of maintenance constraints
Other solving approaches?
How to deal with delay?
The use of data in solving the problem?
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